In recent years, memory-augmented neural networks(MANNs) have shown promising power to enhance the memory ability of neural networks for sequential processing tasks. However, previous MANNs suffer from complex memory addressing mechanism, making them relatively hard to train and causing computational overheads. Moreover, many of them reuse the classical RNN structure such as LSTM for memory processing, causing inefficient exploitations of memory information. In this paper, we introduce a novel MANN, the Auto-addressing and Recurrent Memory Integrating Network (ARMIN) to address these issues. The ARMIN only utilizes hidden state h t for automatic memory addressing, and uses a novel RNN cell for refined integration of memory information. Empirical results on a variety of experiments demonstrate that the ARMIN is more light-weight and efficient compared to existing memory networks. Moreover, we demonstrate that the ARMIN can achieve much lower computational overhead than vanilla LSTM while keeping similar performances. Codes are available on github.com/zoharli/armin.
Introduction
Recurrent neural networks, such as the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [Cho et al., 2014] have shown good performance for processing sequential data. However, it's known that RNNs suffer from gradient vanishing problem. Moreover, as pointed out by Rae et al. [2016] , the number of parameters grows proportionally to the square of the size of the hidden units, which carry the historical information. Recently, memory-augmented neural networks exhibit promising power to address these issues, by decoupling memory capacity from model parameters, i.e. maintaining an external memory, and backpropagating the gradients through the memory.
Neural Turing Machine (NTM) [Graves et al., 2014 ] first emerged as a recurrent model that incorporates external mem- * Contact Author ory abilities. NTM maintains a memory matrix, and at every time-step, the network reads and writes (with erasing) to the memory matrix using certain soft-attentional mechanism, controlled by an LSTM that produces read and write vectors. NTM and its successor, the Differentiable Neural Computer [Graves et al., 2016] , have shown success on some algorithmic tasks such as copying, priority sorting and some real-world tasks such as question answering. But one limitation of the NTM is that due to its smooth read and write mechanism, NTM has to do propagations on the entire memory, which is not neccessary and may cause high computational overhead when the memory is in large-scale. However, these two external memory models have relatively complicated and hand-crafted memory addressing mechanisms, making the backpropagations through memory not straightforward and also causing high computational overheads. Moreover, they basically reuse the classical RNN structure such as LSTM for memory processing, which causes inefficient exploitations of memory information. The RNN in these models plays a simple role of being a controller, but the gradient vanishing problem of RNN itself is not given enough attention, which usually causes a degradation in the training speed and final performance.
Inspired by prior memory models, progresses have been made to build a bridge between simple RNNs and complicated memory models. Kurach et al. [2015] propose the Neural Random-access Machines (NRAM) that can manipulate and dereference pointers to an external variable-size random-access memory. improve LSTM with ideas from holographic reduced representations that enables key-value storage of data. Grave et al. [2016] propose a method of augmenting LSTM by storing previous (hidden state, input word) pairs in memory and using the current hidden state as a query vector to recover historical input words. This method requires no backpropagation through memory and performs well on word-level language tasks.Grefenstette [2015] , Dyer [2015] , Joulin [2015] augment RNNs with a stack structure that works as a natural parsing tool, and use them to process algorithmic and nature language processing (NLP) tasks; nonetheless, the running speed of stack-augmented RNNs is rather slow due to multiple push-pop operations at every time-step. Rae et al. [2016] proposes the Sparse Access Memory(SAM) network, by thresholding memory modifications to a sparse subset and using the approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) index to query the memory. propose the Sparse Attentive Backtracking (SAB) architecture, which recalls a few past hidden sates at every time-step and do "mental" backpropagations to the nearby hidden states with respect to the recalled hidden states. propose the TARDIS network, which recalls a single memory entry at each timestep and use an LSTM-resembled RNN to process memory information. However, the TARDIS still involves some handcrafted memory addressing methods which cause a considerable amount of computational overhead.
Based on the motivation of proposing a more efficient, light-weight and universal method of combining RNNs and MANNs, we introduce the ARMIN architecture, a recurrent MANN with a simple and straightforward memory addressing mechanism and a novel RNN cell for refined memory information processing. Concretely, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a simple yet effective memory addressing mechanism for the external memory, namely Autoaddressing, by encoding the information for memory addressing directly via the inputs x t and the hidden states h t−1 .
• We propose a novel RNN cell that allows refined control of information flow and integration between memory and RNN structure. With only a single such cell, it achieves better performance than many hierarchical RNN structures in our character-level language modelling task.
• We show that the ARMIN is robust to small iteration lengths when training long sequential data, which enables training with large batch sizes and boost the training speed.
• We demonstrate competitive results on various tasks while keeping efficient time and memory consumption during training and inference time.
Background

Gumbel-softmax Estimator
Categorical distribution is a natural choice for representing discrete structure in the world. However, it's rarely used in neural networks due to its inability to backpropagate through samples [Jang et al., 2016] . To this end, Maddison [2016] and Jang [2016] propose a continuous relaxation of categorical distribution and the corresponding gumbel-softmax gradient estimator that replaces the non-differentiable sample from a categorical distribution with a differentiable sample. Specifically, given a probability distribution p = (π 1 , π 2 , ..., π k ) over k categories, the gumbel-softmax estimator produces an one-hot sample vector y with its i-th element calculated as follows:
where g 1 , ..., g k are i.i.d samples drawn from Gumbel distribution [Gumbel, 1954] : Figure 1 : The ARMIN structure. At each time-step, the ARMIN performs read operation, cell processing and write operation in chronological order: (a) It reads out a historical hidden state rt from memory with an one-hot read vector produced via passing xt and ht−1 to a fully connected layer followed by a gumbel-softmax function.
(b) The ARMIN cell receives xt, ht−1 and rt as inputs and outputs ot and ht. ot is passed to output layers, and ht is passed to next time-step. (c) ht is written to the previous location of rt.
and τ is the temperature parameter. In practice, we usually start at a high temperature and anneal to a small but nonzero temperature [Jang et al., 2016] . The gumbel-softmax function have been used in many recurrent networks such as TARDIS [Gulcehre et al., 2017] , and Gumbel-Gate LSTM [Li et al., 2018b] .
3 Auto-addressing and Recurrent Memory Integrating Network
In this section, we describe the structure of the ARMIN network as shown in Figure 1 . It consists of a recurrent cell and an external memory that stores historical hidden states. While processing sequential data, the ARMIN performs reading from memory, cell processing and writing to memory operations in chronological order during each time-step. In the following subsections, we first explain the structure of the recurrent cell, and then discuss the read and write operations.
The Recurrent Cell of ARMIN
By combining the gating mechanism of classical LSTM structure, we propose a novel recurrent cell structure for memory information processing, namely the ARMIN cell. At every time-step, it takes in an input x t , the last hidden state h t−1 and a recovered historical hidden state r t chosen by a read operation, and produces an output vector o t and the new hidden state h t . The computation process is as follows:
where for historical state r t is computed. Next in equation 7, we compute new hidden state h t that is the sum of h t−1 and cell state g t , leveraged by forget gate f t and input gate i t . Finally in equation 8, we calculate the output of this time-step, which is the concatenation of the gated contents from h t and r t .
Intuitively, the h t−1 acts as the old working memory, and r t is treated as the long-term memory. The cell processes them with the input x t to generate the new working memory h t and the output o t . More specifically, each r t is a summary of historical hidden states selected by auto-addressing mechanism. The ARMIN cell learns to recurrently integrate the summary of long-term information from r t into the working memory h t .
The main innovation of the ARMIN cell is using 3 elementwise and soft gates (i.e. g h t , g r t , and o r t ) to control the information flow for memory processing. Firstly, by using g h t and g r t gates, the network can dependently filter out the irrelevant information for current time-step from h t−1 and r t in an element-wise fashion, and keep the useful information for later information integration. This refined control can avoid noise and make the weight parameters easier to be trained. In extreme cases, if the read operation chooses a completely useless or wrong r t , the network can shut down the g r t gate in the first place; if the network needs to reset hidden state to a historical state, it can shut down g h t gate and let g r t open. As a result, these two gate can bring more fault-tolerance for training read operation and increase flexibility of the RNN hidden state transmission. Secondly, by using the o r t gate, we can selectively output useful information from r t for later computations. Thirdly, all gates in the ARMIN cell are elementwise and soft gates, which means we can smoothly apply existing RNN regularization techniques such as recurrent batchnorm and layer normalization to stabilize training process.
Read Operation with Auto-addressing
In this subsection, we introduce the auto-addressing mechanism. Specifically, the ARMIN maintains a memory matrix M ∈ R nmem×d h , where the constant n mem denotes the number of memory slots. At each recurrence, the ARMIN chooses a historical state r t from memory according to the information in x t and h t−1 ,which is formulated as follows:
where
, s t is a one-hot vector sampled by gumbel-softmax function, s t (i) denotes the i-th element of s t , M (i, :) denotes the i-th row of M .
As opposed to previous fully-differentiable addressing mechanisms of recurrent MANNs such as NTM and TARDIS, the auto-addressing mechanism doesn't use the information from memory or any extra hand-crafted features to assist memory addressing, instead, it directly encodes the historical memory accessing information via the hidden state h t−1 , which way shows sufficient power for memory addressing in our empirical evaluations. The time and space complexities of auto-addressing are only proportional to the size of d i + d h , whereas the complexities of previous addressing mechanism are usually proportional to the size of entire memory. Furthermore, the simple form of the autoaddressing mechanism makes the gradient flow more straightforward, and leads to a faster training convergence speed and better performance, as is shown in our experiments.
Write Operation
After the reading and cell processing stages, the ARMIN writes the new hidden state h t to the memory M . Following previous memory networks, we simply overwrite h t to the memory slot where we just read out the r t (for conditions where d h is not equal to d r , we first use a linear layer to transform h t from d h dimension to d r dimension); but at the initial time-steps, we write the hidden states to the empty memory slots, until all empty slots are filled with historical states. Our network shares some similar ideas with the TARDIS network, including the discrete and one-hot memory addressing and memory overwriting mechanism, but our network has a simpler addressing mechanism and more flexible cell computations. For a detailed theoretical comparison between TARDIS and ARMIN, please refer to our supplemental material 1 . We also compare them across our experiments to validate the efficiency of our network.
Experiments
We evaluate our model mainly on algorithmic tasks, pM-NIST task and character-level language modelling task, and additionally the temporal action proposal task (please refer to the supplemental material). We compare our network with many previous MANNs and vanilla LSTM networks 2 . As our network is designed based on LSTM and the GRU has similar performance/cost with LSTM, we omit the comparison with the GRU. We also directly compare the autoaddressing against the TARDIS addressing mechanism, by replacing auto-addressing with the TARDIS addressing method in ARMIN. We refer to this network as AwTA (ARMIN with TARDIS-Addr) in our experiments. Please refer to the supplemental material for the implementation details of our experiments.
Algorithmic Tasks
Along with the NTM, Graves et al. [2014] introduced a set of synthetic algorithm tasks to examine the efficiency of MANNs. Here we use 4 out of 5 of these tasks (due to the page limit, we exclude the N-gram task that is not adopted in previous works such as SAM and TARDIS) to examine if our network can choose correct time-steps from the past and effectively make use of them: (a) copy: copy a 6-bit binary sequence of length 1∼50, (b) repeat copy: copy a sequence of length 1∼10 for 1∼10 times, (c) associative recall given a sequence of 2∼6 (key,value) pairs and then a query with a key, return the associated value, (d) priority sort: given a sequence of 40 (key, priority value) pairs, return the top 30 keys in descending order of priority. We keep the parameter counts of MANNs roughly the same, and we use a strong LSTM baseline with about 4 times larger parameter count than MANNs. Following , Campos [2017] , in all tasks, we consider a task solved if the averaged binary cross-entropy loss of validation is at least two orders of magnitude below the initial loss which is around 0.70, i.e. the validation loss (the validation set is generated randomly) converges to less than 0.01 (with less than 30% in 10 consecutive validation of sharp losses that are higher than 0.01 ). In our evaluation, we are interested in if a model can successfully solve the task in 100k iterations and the iterations and elapsed training time till the model succeeds on the task. We run all experiments with the batch size of 1 under 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, and report the wall clock time and the number of iterations for solved tasks. For models that fail to converge to less than 0.01 loss in 100k iterations, we report the average loss of the final 10 validations (denoted in underlines) and the elapsed training time for 100k iterations. The results are shown in Table 1. Please also see the supplemental material for the standard deviations of the losses of final 10 epochs of all models. The training curves for copy and priority sort tasks are shown in Figure 2 .
The results show that the ARMIN can solve 3 out of 4 tasks with a fast converge speed in terms of both wall clock time and iteration numbers. By comparing the ARMIN with NTM, we observe that the NTM is able to almost solve all of the tasks, but with a much slower training speed compared to the ARMIN, for example, the training time of NTM is 5 times larger than ARMIN to solve the copy task. In fact, the training speed of ARMIN for each iteration is about 3 ∼ 4 times 2 We implement NTM based on github.com/vlgiitr/ntm-pytorch, and DNC, SAM based on github.com/ixaxaar/pytorch-dnc. For SAB network, we only compare available results in their paper because the official code is not released. faster than the NTM's speed. We observe that the TARDIS and AwTA fail to solve 3 out of 4 tasks in the given 100k iterations. By comparing them with the ARMIN, we confirm the efficiency of the auto-addressing of ARMIN. The superiority of ARMIN in these tasks can be ascribed to the autoaddressing that favors a straightforward gradient propagation, and makes itself easier to learn, as in sec 3.2. We note that in the same loss range, ARMIN curves are smoother than other MANNs. The peaks at low loss are because part of the correct output array shifts left or right by one time-step, as explained in Graves [2014] .
Permuted Pixel-by-pixel MNIST Classification
The Permuted pixel-by-pixel MNIST classification (pMNIST) task consists of predicting the handwritten digits of images on the MNIST dataset after being given its 784 pixels as a sequence permuted in a fixed random order. The model outputs its prediction of the handwritten digit at the last time step, so that it must integrate and remember observed information from previous pixels. We use this task to validate if our network can better store and integrate the information of previously observed pixels when the local structure of the image is destroyed by the pixel permutation. We run the experiments using double-precision floating point calculation under a TESLA K80 GPU and report the test set accuracy along with the time and memory consumption of the training stage.
The results are shown in Table 2 . ARMIN and DNC outperform other networks in classification accuracy, but the ARMIN saves 65.6% GPU memory and 62.5% training time compared to DNC. We observe that ARMIN outperforms LSTM in terms of accuracy but not in terms of memory and time consumption. There indeed exists a performance/cost trade-off when comparing LSTM and ARMIN in sequence classification tasks such as pMNIST, because the memory ad- dressing learning (which we assume is relatively hard compared with learning the parameters of LSTM) can only receive gradients from the classification label at the last timestep. However, this won't happen in sequence tagging tasks such as language modelling, as we will show in section 5.
Character-level Language Modelling
The character-level language modelling task consists of predicting the probability distribution of the next character given all the previous ones. We benchmark our network over the Penn Treebank and Hutter Prize Wikipedia (also known as enwik8) datasets. In this experiment, we also compare our network with some state-of-the-art RNN variants on these datasets, such as HM- We ensure similar parameter counts and the same hyperparameters for all MANNs. Layer normalization (LN) [Ba et al., 2016] and zoneout [Krueger et al., 2016] are applied for the MANNs to avoid overfitting. Following prior works, we apply truncated backpropagation through time(TBPTT) [Rumelhart et al., 1986; Elman, 1990 ] to approximate the gradients: at each iteration, the network predict the next 150 characters, and the hidden state h t and memory state M are passed to the next iteration. The gradients are truncated between different iterations.
The results are shown in table 3. On Penn Treebank dataset, our best performing network achieves competitive 1.198 BPC on Penn Treebank dataset, which is the best single cell performance that we are aware of. By comparing TARDIS and AwTA, we observe about 4 points of improvement, which shows the efficiency of the ARMIN cell. By comparing AwTA and ARMIN, we observe a further improvement of around 2 points, which shows the efficiency of the autoaddressing mechanism. We also find that the same architecture of NTM and DNC that perform well in algorithmic tasks or pMNIST task fail to converge to a lower BPC than vanilla LSTM, which in turn shows the generality of ARMIN network.
The results on Penn Treebank show our single ARMIN cell learns better representations than many hierarchical RNN structures, such as the HM-LSTM, 2-Layer HyperLSTM and 21 layer IndRNN. Our network is outperformed by Hyper-RHN and FS-LSTM which are both multi-scale and deep transition RNNs and are state-of-the-art RNNs on this dataset. By "better representations", we refer to the concatenation of the gated contents from h t and r t as in equation 8. If we remove the gated contents of r t from o t , the ARMIN undergoes a BPC performance drop from 1.198 to 1.220, which is still better than the best performing BPC of 1.24 of the LSTM. We believe the rest of the performance gain comes from the recurrent memory integration of the ARMIN cell, which also implicitly favors the function of deep transition, as is shown by the success of the deep transition RNNs on this task.
For more ablation study on the Penn Treebank dataset regarding the auto-addressing mechanism and the ARMIN cell, please refer to the supplemental material. The result on enwik8 demonstrates a simple 2-layer ARMIN can achieve competitive BPC performance of 1.33, with less parameter count compared to the HyperLSTM and HM-LSTM. By constructing deeper ARMIN network or even combining with other multi-scale and hierarchical RNN architectures, we believe the performance can be further improved.
Towards a More Light-weight Recurrent
Memory Network
Thorough Comparison of MANNs. In previous sections, we have shown in some of the algorithmic tasks that the ARMIN can be trained 3 ∼ 4 times faster than the NTM. In the next, we conduct a more thorough comparison among the vanilla LSTM and memory networks under different hidden units. Without the loss of generality, we do the benchmarks on Penn Treebank dataset and reuse the experimental setup as in section 4.3. We keep all memory matrices the same size, i.e. 20 × d h . We run the experiment using single-precision under a Titan XP GPU that has 12GB memory space. The results are depicted in figure 3 . From the results we conclude that the ARMIN consistently outperforms other memory networks shown in the graph in terms of running speed both at training and inference stages, and the main contribution to this comes from the simple auto-addressing mechanism of the ARMIN. Moreover, at inference stage, we can replace the memory matrix with a list of discrete memory Accelerating ARMIN by Short-length TBPTT. TBPTT is widely used in long sequential tasks to decrease training memory consumption and speed up the training process. However, it's obvious that a trade-off exists when applying TBPTT: the shorter the truncate length is, the worse the RNN performs. The subsequent sequences can only receive a single hidden state without gradient backpropagation enabled from their previous sequences, and thus, the RNNs can't access historical hidden states via backpropagations and effectively learn long-term dependencies. To alleviate this issue, we explore combining external memory with short-length TBPTT to allow the truncated sequences to receive more information from history while keeping the truncate length short, and thus, can accelerate the training process using large batch size while keeping good performance and similar memory consumption. Specifically, when we shorten the TBPTT length from 150 to 50 in the language-modelling task in section 4.3, we find the LSTM undergoes a big BPC performance drop from 1.24 to 1.39, but the ARMIN only has minor performance drop from 1.198 to 1.223, which shows the efficiency of combining the external memory with TBPTT. We further conduct an experiment to compare the ARMIN and LSTM under different setups. The hyperparameter setups and results are shown in Table 4 . By comparing ARMIN setup 1 with LSTM setup 2, we observe that with only 6.7% more memory consumption, we obtain 40% training speed gain while keeping a slightly better BPC performance and 16% less parameter count; by comparing ARMIN setup 2 with LSTM setup 2, we observe that with only 8.8% more memory consumption, we obtain about 1.7 points of BPC performance gain and 7.1% training speed gain under similar parameter count. The results imply that on the long sequential tasks, we can use ARMIN to boost training speed or achieve better performance depending on the specific cases. 2.SAM doesn't converge in our pMNIST and language modelling tasks. Note that AwTA has almost the same inference memory consumption with ARMIN.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce the ARMIN, a light-weight MANN with a novel ARMIN cell. The ARMIN incorporates an efficient external memory with the light-weight autoaddressing mechanism. We demonstrate competitive performance of ARMIN in various tasks, and the generality of our model. It's observed that our network is robust to short-length TBPTT which enables using large batch size to speed up the training while keeping good performance.
